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Climate – Mostly normal outlook for Australia and New Zealand
Australia
For the February-April period, the chances of exceeding the
median rainfall ranges from 40 to 60% over much of the
continent. This means that there is not a strong tendency for
either a wetter or drier February to April period for most locations.

New Zealand climate outlook, January to March 2014

The February to April maximum temperature outlook shows
chances of greater than 60% for warmer than normal days over
Tasmania, east Gippsland in Victoria, and southeast NSW.
The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) remains in a neutral
state (neither El Niño nor La Niña). Climate models suggest an
ENSO-neutral state to persist until at least the end of the austral
autumn.
Chance of exceeding the median rainfall
February to April 2014

Source: NIWA, 2014. All rights reserved

New Zealand
Despite a generally wet and unsettled summer holiday period for many,
soil moisture remained below normal for Northland, Waikato and the
central North Island at the end of January. However, it remains an
improvement on the emerging drought at the same time last year.
Above average temperatures are expected for much of the country to
March with normal or above normal rainfall everywhere except NelsonMarlborough. Soil moisture levels are expected to be near normal for all
regions except Nelson-Marlborough.
Source: Commonwealth of Australia 2012, Australian Bureau of Meteorology
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Food retail – Cafe & Restaurant sales outperform in 2013

In New Zealand, the food retail environment showed some
encouraging improvement, particularly in the on-premise ‘Food &
Beverage Services’ channel which outperformed the ‘Supermarket &
Grocery’ and broader retail index by some margin having already
consolidated gains made in 2H 2011 during the Rugby World Cup.
Real prices remained mostly flat over the course of the year.
Australian Retail Sales – November 2013
Specialised
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NZ Retail Sales – Q3 2013
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services
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Source: ABS, Statistics NZ & Rabobank, 2013

Total Retail
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& grocery

Real food price inflation in AUS & NZ
Annual change (QoQ)

The 2013 year in the Australian food retail sector saw a strong
recovery in sales in the ‘Cafe & Restaurant’ and ‘Specialised Food
Retail’ channels following a challenging 2012. The ‘Specialised Food
Retail’ channel did, however, take the greatest hit during the global
financial crisis and remains the only food retail channel that has
underperformed the broader retail index over the past 5 years. The
year was also characterised by declining real prices, with all three
major channels experiencing deflation over the course of the year
as competitive pressures intensified in a mostly tepid retail
environment.
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Source: Statistics NZ & Rabobank, 2013
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Food retail – New Zealand to show the way in 2014

New Zealand households have good reason to be more positive in
their outlook; the labour market firmed throughout the course of
2013, and while surplus capacity remains and real wages are yet to
respond, recent gains in the housing market and rising real wage
growth in 2014 should provide more stimulus to the retail sector.

Consumer confidence in AUS & NZ
140
130
120
Index value

Looking ahead to 2014, the retail sector is starting the year with a
much larger stock of consumer confidence. Sentiment in New
Zealand is especially buoyant, well above long-term average levels,
while the mood in Australia is somewhat less upbeat but still
tracking around long-term averages.
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By contrast, the Australian labour market is yet to turn the corner.
Unemployment inched up, and labour force participation down,
throughout 2013 causing real wage growth to fall to its lowest level
in over 10 years. Unfortunately this environment should only act to
reinforce the prevailing cautious consumer mindset in 2014.

Source: RBA, RBNZ & Rabobank, 2013

Real wage growth in NZ
Annual change (% QoQ)

Annual change (% QoQ)

Real wage growth in AUS
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Source: ABS & Rabobank, 2013

Wage Price Index (incl. bonuses)

Labour cost index

Source: Statistics NZ & Rabobank, 2013
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Beef - Record Australian beef exports in 2013
Australian beef price

Historically high slaughter rates due to tough climatic conditions and
strong international demand resulted in record yearly beef exports in
2013. A total of 9.1 million cattle were slaughtered in 2013, an
increase of 1 million head from 2012, the highest yearly slaughter
since 1998.
Continuous high slaughter rates, saw prices come under considerable
pressure in 2013 and go to lows not seen since 2009. The EYCI
averaged AUD 315.47 cents/kg in 2013, hitting a high of AUD 343.75
cents/kg in February and recording its lowest point in May at AUD 280
cents/kg.
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The increased slaughter of 2013, saw a record level of Australian beef
EYCI 2012/13
EYCI 2013/14
exports at 1.1 million tonnes swt. This represented an increase of
135,705 tonnes swt or 14% on the previous record set in 2012. The
Source: MLA, Rabobank 2014
majority of the lift came from China (154,834 tonnes swt) which
increased 121,928 tonnes (more than three-fold compared to 2012). Australian total monthly slaughter

The drought in the first four months of 2013, saw an increase in cow
slaughter, although total cattle slaughter for 2013 ended 4% lower
year-on-year, at 2.28 million head. While cattle prices dipped sharply
at the peak of the drought, average prices remained relatively steady
during 2013, with the North Island bull price averaging 2% lower, at
NZD 388 cents kg/cwt.
The increased manufacturing beef supplies as a result of the high cow
kill, helped push exports higher in 2013. Shipments reached 335,400
tonnes swt, an increase of 4% yr-yr. Exports to most markets
declined in 2013, although this was offset by increases to the US
(157,566 tonnes swt) and China (34,154 tonnes swt), which jumped
4% and 348% respectively, year-on-year.
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Source: ABS, Rabobank 2014
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Beef - Tight supplies, strong demand tipped for 2014
Total Australian beef exports
Global

The outlook for the Australian live export industry is increasingly
bright, with a forecast of a rise of 150,000 head expected to be
shipped to Indonesia in 2014.
A lower Australian currency will also continue to support exports,
however the relatively high New Zealand dollar will impact price
competitiveness and prices at the farmgate.
Global supplies in 2014 are forecast to remain relatively steady
against 2013, although overall exports are expected to increase due
to large increases in shipments from Brazil and India. With
domestic retail prices in a range of markets, as well as expected
higher overall export prices rising, consumer demand has the
potential to be impacted as consumers downgrade to cheaper
protein sources, as chicken and pork prices are expected to be
competitive in 2014.

250,000
tonnes swt

Demand for both Australian and New Zealand beef is expected to
be very strong in 2014. The US is in a herd rebuilding faze after
years of severe drought, which will support further demand for
Australian and New Zealand product. China is also predicted to
continue to be a strong buyer of both AU and NZ beef, although the
potential formal re-entry of both Brazil and the US this year will
increase competition in the market place – acknowledging this
product is already in the market via the grey channel.
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Source: DAFF, Rabobank 2014

Total New Zealand beef exports
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Everyone is looking to the skies in 2014, as much awaited rain will
determine how the market performs. Weather permitting, forecasts
are for a large fall in Australian slaughter over the next three years.
Seasonally, NZ has rebounded well and although supplies are going
to tighten, this is small in comparison to Australia.
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Source: Statistics New Zealand, Rabobank 2014
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Dairy – Chinese supply issues to drive commodity markets in 2014

Exportable supply has been rising since September, as producers
respond to improved margins brought by high milk prices and
falling feed costs.
The world’s biggest importer, China, continued to buy exceptionally
large volumes of product from the international market to
supplement falling local milk supply. Increased buying from this
giant is likely to have soaked up most, if not all, of the increase in
exports arising from key surplus regions in Q4. We expect 2014 to
bring a further increase in China’s purchases from the world
market.
A strong Northern Hemisphere production season, on the back of an
exceptional season in the Southern Hemisphere (particularly New
Zealand), is expected to generate more than enough exportable
supply to exceed their additional needs in 1H 2014, loosening the
market somewhat - eventually.
Over the course of 2014 we are likely to see a further modest
easing of commodity prices. However, Rabobank expects prices to
hold around current highs before easing from H2 2014.
The Chinese market remains the major wildcard. If Chinese milk
production continues to fall in 2014 (rather than stabilise), import
growth is likely to again exceed market expectations, which would
provide further support to global prices.

6,000
USD/tonne FOB

Global dairy commodity prices enter 2014 trading at elevated levels
having been relatively range-bound for the past six months. 2014
shapes up as an intriguing period for the global dairy market. We
entered the new year with exceptionally strong dairy prices, which
are now manifest in extremely strong/record farmgate milk prices
in export and import regions alike.

World dairy prices (USD/tonne FOB)
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Dairy – Chinese supply issues to drive commodity markets in 2014

Fonterra held its milk price forecast at NZD8.30/kgMS in late 2013
and most other processors are now forecasting similar levels in early
2014. This will make extending lactation over the tail of the season
via supplementary feed attractive to many farmers.
With national milk flows expected to reach record levels in 2014, both
existing and new processors are turning their attention to building
new capacity. Powder drying, nutritional/IMF and UHT capacity is set
to increase at multiple sites over the coming 12-18 months.
Australia
The 2013/14 production season has been frustrating for most dairy
farmers. Difficult seasonal conditions has negatively impacted milk
flows. Season-to-date milk flows are tracking 3.9% below year-ago
levels; with falls in all states. Over the remainder of the year farmers
should at least benefit from continued easing in feed costs and
improving milk prices. However, the full year milk production number
is still likely to be in negative territory.
Many processors operating in the Southern export region have lifted
end-of-year forecasts for farmgate prices to a range of AUD6.606.80/kgMS. A slight easing of the Australian dollar from elevated
levels is providing an additional boost to export returns.
There has been heightened interest in Australian dairy processing
assets with new foreign capital injected into Warrnambool Cheese and
Butter and United Dairy Power. There is likely to be further
investment across the Australian supply chain in 2014.
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The current season has provided the unusual combination of record
high farm gate milk prices on offer while at the same time climatic
conditions have boosted milk flows across the country. Production
season-to-date is around 5% higher than year-ago levels and with the
absence of drought that plagued 2013, full season production is likely
to be up around 8%.

New Zealand Milk Production
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Source: DCANZ, Rabobank forecasts, 2014
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Grains and Oilseeds – Strong demand supports Australian grain prices

Canada’s record grain harvest late in 2013 coupled with ideal
planting conditions across most of South America’s corn and soybean
producing regions have been the main supply drivers for the recent
downward price pressure.

Australia
Australian grain prices have remained robust despite the continued
decline of CBOT grain prices. Strong domestic demand, particularly
from the stockfeed sector, coupled with a decline in the AUD has
helped support domestic prices following a significantly above
average harvest.
Australian wheat production for the 2013/14 season is estimated to
be 26.4 million tonnes, 20% higher than in 2012. A record harvest in
Western Australia coupled with above average yields for most of
South Australia and Victoria helped offset drought affected
production losses in parts of northern New South Wales and
Queensland.
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank

Australian east coast canola prices
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A record 9.5 million tonne Chinese wheat import demand has been
one of the major supporting factors for wheat prices over the past
two months, particularly in Australia as exporters accumulate for Q1
2014 cargoes.

350

USD cents/bushel

Global grains and oilseed prices trended significantly towards the end
of 2013. The this was in anticipation of more comfortable global
balance sheets for corn, soybeans and wheat through Q1 2014 and
beyond. CBOT wheat and soybean prices have declined 15% and 5%
respectively, over the past two months with CBOT wheat prices
reaching their lowest levels for 3 years.

ASX January 15 & CBOT December 14 wheat prices

AUD/tonne

Global
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank
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Grains and Oilseeds- Abundant supply to limit price volatility in 2014
Global outlook

Soybean production in Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay is expected
to reach 149 million tonnes in 2014 with Brazilian production
expected to reach a record 88.7 million tonnes. Global soybean
production for 2013/14 is forecast to reach 283 million tonnes,
pushing global stocks-to-use to a very comfortable 29%.
Australian outlook
Persistently dry conditions throughout Queensland and parts of
New South Wales is expected to see the area planted to Summer
grains crops decline sharply year-on-year. Sorghum production in
2014 is expected to be significantly lower year-on-year, adding
support to feed grain prices in the north eastern Australian port
zones throughout the year.
Robust Australian winter grains prices through Q4 2013 and Q1
2014 are expected to result in an overall increase in planted area
for the 2014/15 crop. On current price relativities wheat is
expected to be planted in favor of barley and canola where
rotations allow.

750
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Million tonnes

Chinese wheat imports are expected to weaken in 2014/15 falling
52% year-on-year to 4.5 million tonnes as Chinese domestic
production recovers to more normal levels. Barring a major global
production setback, CBOT wheat prices are expected to trade
between USD6-7 per bushel for the majority of 2014.

Global Wheat Production
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Source: USDA, Rabobank

Global Soybean Production
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CBOT wheat prices are expected to trade a relatively narrow
trading range through 2014 as global demand for wheat eases due
to larger stocks of cheaper feed grain alternatives like corn and
soybeans. The 20% decline in CBOT wheat prices seen throughout
2013 is expected to lead to fewer planted acres in 2014. Rabobank
is currently forecasting a 3% reduction in global wheat production
to 687 million tonnes in 2014/15.
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Source: USDA, Rabobank
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Sheepmeat - supplies in NZ and AU surge in 2013
Australia

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator (ESTLI) price

Hot and dry conditions throughout 2013 underpinned increased
lamb and sheep slaughter across Australia, putting downward
pressure on prices at the farmgate and driving record lamb
exports in 2013.

Lamb exports totalled 213,714 tonnes swt in 2013, up 25,096
tonnes compared to 2012, surpassing the previous annual record.
Mutton exports (171,876 t swt) reached the highest level recorded
in the last decade.
New Zealand
Elevated lamb and sheep slaughter was recorded during 2013,
particularly in the first five months of the year, as one of the worst
drought in 70 years forced producers to offload stock.
Total lamb (21 million head) and sheep slaughter (4 million head)
in 2013 increased 9% and 8% respectively year-on-year, the
highest levels in several years. The large volumes on the market,
particularly in the months of January and March saw farmgate
prices track below the five-year average for the duration of 2013.
Total sheepmeat exports for 2013 increased 14% yr-yr, to
398,841 tonnes swt. Shipments to China (142,691 t swt) were
incredible in 2013, rising 84% on 2013 and accounting for 36% of
total exports. Exports to the EU (136,863 t swt) improved
marginally on 2012.
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Source: MLA, Rabobank 2014

Total New Zealand sheepmeat slaughter
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Lamb slaughter in 2013 increased considerably to around 22
million head, up approximately 10% or 2 million head. After a few
years of flock rebuilding, the drought conditions saw a large
increase in sheep slaughter, which increased approximately 50%
or 3.3 million head, to 9.3 million head.
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Source: New Zealand Meat Board, Rabobank 2014
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Sheepmeat - Global demand dynamics changing; supplies tighten
in 2014
Global

Total New Zealand sheepmeat exports

The emergence of China as the largest export market for both
New Zealand and Australia was a real bright spot in 2013.
Consumers willingness to pay will be tested in 2014 as supplies
tighten. However, highlighting the optimistic outlook, average
export values in New Zealand have in fact increased 8% in
2013, to $4.78, while at the same time export volumes almost
doubled. While this is still well below total average export values
($7.02) , it certainly helped keep a floor in returns at a time
when most export markets were performing sluggishly and has
generated greater returns across the entire carcase due to the
cuts being demanded. The big change in cut dynamic in 2013
was the large increase in carcase trade especially to China.
After a few years of challenging trade, export volumes and
average returns to the EU and UK improved throughout 2013.
Consumption and retail sales improved steadily throughout the
year, with optimistic signals for 2014 suggesting this will
strengthen.
Local processors
steady farmgate
the key overseas
their purchases,
2012.

160,000
140,000
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Supplies in both New Zealand and Australia are forecast to
contract in 2014, with lamb numbers likely to be back between
2-2.5 million head in total. After significant volumes on the
market in both counties, farmgate prices should improve in
comparison to 2013 and towards the five-year average level.
The challenging year continues to impact farmer confidence,
with lacklustre ewe sales in New Zealand highlighting this.
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Source: Statistics New Zealand, Rabobank 2014

Australian total sheepmeat export profile
Other
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37%

Manufacturing
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15%

in New Zealand have been cautious to offer
prices that can be passed onto consumers in
markets to avoid the issues of buyers dropping
like we saw at the end of 2011 and start of

Shoulder
8%

Breast & Flap
16%

Source: DAFF, MLA, Rabobank 2014
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Wool - Fine wool premiums struggle in 2013 on subdued global
demand

An increased volatility in the Australian dollar in 2013, resulted in
demand being slightly more unpredictable. This prompted buyers to
adopt a more cautious purchasing pattern. However, as supply
began to tighten and international demand improved, prices began
to lift towards the end of 2013.
Total Australian greasy shorn wool exports for the first 11 months
of 2013 increased 5% year-on-year. This increase was largely
driven by China, which continues to be the largest market for
Australian wool, accounting for over three-quarters of total wool
exports in 2013.
Superfine wool prices came under constant pressure in 2013, as
supply increased considerably. Australian superfine wool production
surged 20% in 2012/13, the second highest level ever. This,
combined with subdued demand in the EU, US and UK drove fine
wool premiums lower.
New Zealand
New Zealand faced similar climatic conditions in 2013, which saw
an increase in total production and subsequently total exports. New
Zealand wool exports for the 2012/13 financial year increased 15%.
However, the total export value declined by 13% or NZD100 million
on the previous year. The decline in value was as a result of
subdued international demand, a firmer NZD and strong volumes
supplied to the market.
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Historically high sheep turnoff driven by drought conditions across
large areas of eastern Australia ensured a constant supply of wool
at auctions in 2013. The Eastern Market Indicator (EMI) averaged
AUD 1071 c/kg in 2013, down 2% from the 2012 average. The EMI
posted its lowest point in May (AUD 966 c/kg) before recovery to its
highest point in December (AUD 1145 c/kg).

Australian wool prices – Eastern market indicator
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank 2014

Australian fine wool premiums, 19 vs. 21 micron
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank 2014
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Wool - Cautiously optimistic 2014 as supply tightens
Australian and New Zealand wool supply will decline in 2014, as a
result of the high sheep slaughter and dry conditions experienced in
2013. A lower Australian dollar and a modest global economic
recovery should support prices in 2014. The recovery is driven
mainly by an upturn in the US economy, the gradual end to the
recession in the euro zone and continued consumption growth in
China. Overall there should be a moderate improvement in global
retail sales.

New Zealand wool prices – Coarse crossbred indicator
600
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NZD c/kg

Global outlook

350

Encouraging for the Australian sector is the emergence of a more
diverse export profile in 2013. A reduced reliance on China was
brought on by an increase in exports to the Czech Republic, India
and Italy, which is predicted to continue in 2014.
It is worth noting that global cotton prices are expected to fall in
2014 which could trigger a spike in demand and lead to weaker
global wool demand.
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Source: NZWSI, Rabobank 2014

Australian micron profile
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New Zealand wool production is forecast to decline by a similar rate
of 2.3% in 2013/14, to 163,000 tonnes. Tighter supply and good
global demand for strong wool should see New Zealand wool prices
improve in 2014.
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Improving demand coupled with low wool supplies and a lower
currency should support an improvement in local wool prices over
the course of 2014.
Australian wool production is forecast to ease 2% in 2013/14.
Smaller opening sheep numbers and lighter fleece weights will
result in shorn wool for the season totalling 345,000 tonnes. AWTA
key test data shows that 46% of wool tested in the first four
months of 2013–14 was less than 19.5 microns, compared with
39% during the same period last year. This, coupled with subdued
global demand will add further supply pressure to the already
oversupplied fine and superfine wool sector.
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Sugar – Sizeable surplus weighing on global markets
Raw sugar price – ICE No. 11

The Brazilian cane crop is currently on track to reach 590 million
tonnes of cane crushed. However, recent weather conditions have
been unseasonably hot and dry across key sugar cane regions. If
the unfavourable weather persists in Brazil it will provide support
to global sugar markets.
Current estimates indicate that a sizeable global surplus is
expected to cause global prices to remain under pressure in the
coming months.
Australia

USD c/lb

Global sugar prices have begun 2014 on a weak note. The
ongoing weakness in prices is due, in part to large output
numbers in key production regions. Rabobank has revised its
global surplus estimates for 2013/14 to 2.5 million tonnes raw
value due to a number of production revisions.
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Australian cane – Final cane harvest results, 2012-2013
12

The Australian harvest has concluded for 2013 with an estimated
30.5 million tonnes of cane cut, reported results were quite
varied at a regional level with northern Queensland production
sharply higher YoY. Overall, combined production volume across
all regions was up marginally on last season.

8

Domestic prices will continue to remain highly sensitive to
exports and stock levels. Current projections suggest prices
should remain relatively range-bound at current levels.

ICE No. 11 (AUD)

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank

Local sugar prices have also been weaker, with prices falling
2.3% over between November and December. However, the
weaker AUD did provide some price relief for local producers.

A return to more favourable growing conditions in 2014 is
required in 2014 if yields are expected to improve on last season.
Any improvement in conditions should spur an increase in
production when combined with a longer growing season.
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Cotton – China abandons cotton stockpiling program
International

100
90

The Chinese government is shifting policies away from stockpiling
domestic cotton in favour of directly subsidising local growers. China
holds more than half of the world's growing cotton stockpile. As a
result, Chinese import demand is estimated to fall by more than 45%.

Cotton production in India is projected to increase by just over 2.6%
to a record 375 lakh bales (1 bale equals 170kg). However, the
overall planted area is likely to decline marginally in 2013/14.
Global production is forecast by the USDA to drop 5% in 2013/14 to
just under 117 million bales. This is largely driven by a shift to more
profitable crops, hence reducing the overall cotton area under
cultivation.
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank

Australian cotton production and exports
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Looking at the production landscape, forecasts for US output have
been revised by the USDA to approximately 13.1 million bales for the
2013 season. The 25% reduction has been attributed to a reduced
harvest owing to severe drought conditions over the last three years
in the Southwest growing region.
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However, Chinese demand for imported cotton is expected to decline
in 2014 which is likely to put some pressure on global prices going
forward, mostly likely in H2 2014.

110

USD c/lb

Cotton markets have begun the year on slightly more positive tone.
ICE No. 2 Cotton futures for March ’14 delivery rallied to end the
month up 5.2%, at USc83.98/lb from November’s closing price of
USc79.85/lb.

Global cotton benchmark prices

0.1

Australia
The weakening AUD has provided local producers with some
additional benefit to the strengthening international futures price.
Over the November-December period, domestic prices rose 7.4% vs.
the USD price increase of 5.2%. Australian cotton prices ended
December at AUD475/bale, up 10.5% month-on-month.

Lint production

Lint exports

Cotton seed production (RHS)

Source: China Customs, Rabobank
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Venison - prices lower in 2013
New Zealand

South Island Stag 60 kg/cwt

Difficult climatic conditions throughout the first four months of
2013 negatively impacted farmgate prices as livestock
availability filled processing capacity, while sluggish demand
from export markets also impacted returns during 2013.

Total venison exports in 2013 increased slightly, rising 2% yearon-year, to 15,406 tonnes swt. Chilled venison shipments fell
4%, to 2,461 tonnes swt, while offsetting this was a 4% rise in
frozen exports, which totalled 12,945 tonnes swt. Average
export values for chilled product (NZD 20.56/kg) increased 3%,
while average returns for frozen exports (NZD 9.86/kg) fell 8%
on last year.
Over the past ten years, deer numbers have declined 36%, to
1.05 million head. It is unlikely that deer numbers will rebound
in the short term, as farmers opt for alternative farming
enterprises.
While the macroeconomic environment in Europe has improved
since the financial crisis, it still remain challenging for
consumers – highlighted by diminishing average venison export
returns to most key European export markets.
Furthermore, the NZD is expected to remain elevated against
most currencies throughout 2014, providing a stiff headwind for
exporters and the industry.

NZD c/kg cwt

800
750
700
650
600

2012/13

2013/14

Source: NZX Agrifax, Rabobank 2014

New Zealand venison exports
14,000
12,000
tonnes swt

Average farmgate prices in 2013 fell 8% year-on-year to
average NZD 686 cents kg/cwt. In 2013, the usual seasonal
peak in farmgate prices from September to November was
around NZD 0.50 cents/kg below the previous year. Indeed for
the year, the price spread was around this level for most of the
year, although prices converged at the end of 2013.
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Source: Statistics New Zealand, Rabo bank 2014
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Wine – Global supply rebounds in 2013

Australia recorded its largest harvest for 5 years in 2013 which
helped to replenish stock levels that had been drawn down over
previous years. The declining Australian dollar came as much
needed relief to exporters trying desperately to hold their ground in
global markets.
Australian wine production & demand, 12 months to 30 June
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New Zealand recorded a strong rebound in production to a new
record level in 2013, which once again kick-started growth in wine
exports. More abundant stocks subsequently allowed supply to the
Australian and UK markets to recover, and continue to feed
encouraging growth in North American markets.

Wine production of top wine exporting countries in 2013

vs. 5-yr
average

Source: International industry bodies & Rabobank, 2013

NZ wine production & demand, 12 months to 30 June
300
Volume (ML)

The 2013 year in the global wine industry marked the end to an
extended period of shorter global supply that had helped to
rebalance global markets. Production increased in nearly all major
wine exporting countries, both relative to the prior year, and also
the average of the preceding five-years.
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Source: Winegrowers NZ & Rabobank, 2013
Source: ABS & Rabobank, 2013
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Wine – Higher global stocks & currency shifts will colour 2014

Currency movements will naturally remain a major influence on
wine producer profitability. In this respect, New Zealand wine
producers are expected to face a more challenging year in 2014 as
impending action by the RBNZ should act to support to the NZ
dollar. The Australian dollar, on the other hand, is forecast to ease
in value as the economy continues to re-balance and assuming
further progress is made in the global economic recovery.
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Source: Bloomberg & Rabobank, 2013

8
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US wine imports by country of origin, Jan to Oct-2013

UK real wages & still wine clearances
Annual change MoM, 3-mma (%)
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Italy

1,359.3

11

28.0

4

France

1,168.1

7

10.9

5

Spain

289.7

8

7.1

-13

-4

Australia

420.6

-5

16.7

-11

-6

New Zealand

233.7

17

4.0

8

-8

Chile

272.1

2

14.0

-2

Argentina

311.4

-3

11.1

-28

4,439.6

6

106.1

-3

2
0
-2

Real wages
Source: UK ONS & Rabobank, 2013

CLP per USD

From a global consumption perspective, growing pressures on the
Chinese market will place greater importance on the extent to
which improving economic conditions in the world’s leading import
markets of the UK, US and Germany can support demand in 2014.

Currency outlook for major wine exporters, Q1 to Q4-2014(f)

LCU per USD

Looking ahead to 2014, the carryover of higher global stocks from
2013 is expected to make for a more competitive global market
environment for Australian and New Zealand wine exporters.

Still wine clearances

World total

Source: ‘The Gomberg-Fredrikson Report’, 2013
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Fertiliser – All eyes on demand fundamentals in 2014

Phosphate market conditions
A number of factors combined to put considerable pressure of
global phosphate prices in 2013. Firstly, rising export capacity
from major exporters increased supply. Secondly, a weak Rupee
and changes to the subsidy program created a weak purchasing
environment in India.
However, global phosphate markets showed some signs of
recovery through Q4 2013 as lower prices spurred opportunistic
purchases in some key markets, particularly Brazil, Global
phosphate prices are currently trading at an 8% discount
compared to year-ago levels.
Looking at the year ahead, Indian import activity will largely
drive the direction of global phosphate markets. A Healthy
monsoon in the current year has led to a favourable demand
outlook for 2014 for the Indian market.

500
450
USD/tonne

The outlook for 2014 is for global urea prices to remain
relatively subdued with possibility of some downward pressure
on global prices. Global supply from low-cost production regions
in the Middle East and North African region (MENA) continues to
increase and will be the major force likely to put pressure on
prices. The opening of the Chinese low export tax window from
July 1 will add further supply pressure to markets as China
continues to export more product each year.

Urea - Middle East (FOB)

400
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300
250

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2014

DAP - US Gulf (FOB)
550
500
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Nitrogen market conditions
Global nitrogen fertilizer markets remain under pressure for the
most part of 2013. Only towards the Q4 2013 did the market
start to show signs of life as pickup in demand spurred on by
some pipeline shortages pushed up key benchmark prices.
Egyptian gas supply shortages are having a temporary impact
on supply. At the end January 2014, global urea prices were still
trading at a 10% discount to year-ago levels.
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2014
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Fertiliser - All eyes on demand fundamentals in 2014
Potash market conditions
Potash – Spot, Vancouver (FOB)
After weakening through much of the year, urea markets began to
show improvement near the end of the fourth quarter as stronger
500
demand, limited import activity and perceived product shortages
pushed up key benchmark prices.

This new supply agreement with Chinese buyers is expected to place
a floor in global prices and bring back confidence among other global
buyers.
Nutrient demand outlook
Even as 2014 begins with a more tempered outlook for crop
commodity prices, Rabobank believes the fundamentals for fertilizer
demand remain supportive. Large crop production in most regions in
2013 is expected to led to a significant agronomic need to replenish
essential soil nutrients.
Locally, Australian and New Zealand farmers stand to continue to
benefit from softer global market environments. This is particularly
good news given fertilizer can be as high 20 percent of farm working
expenses.
Demand for fertilizer ahead of Australia’s important winter cropping
program will be healthy will a likelihood of higher area planted and
high application rates. Affordability for New Zealand farmers will
remain positive ahead of the peak autumn application season.

400
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300

Source: Fertilizer Week, Rabobank, 2014

China urea and DAP exports
10
8
Million tonnes

Prices had fallen since Uralkali pulled out of a trading venture in mid2013 with Belaruskali. Prior to the break-up, the entity had controlled
40 percent of global exports.

USD/tonne

450

Recently agreed contracts with large Chinese buyers will now set the
tone for global potash markets for 2014. For example, Uralkali, the
world’s largest potash producer, agreed to supply the soil nutrient to
China at a price 24 percent less than a contract that expired in July.
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Other costs – BDI weak as global economy takes wrong turn
Baltic Dry Index - ocean freight index*

Brent Crude Oil
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank

* The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) is an index which averages the cost of shipping (for
bulk-dry vessels) on 25 of the world’s most traded bulk cargo routes. The index was
set at a starting level of 1000 points in 1985.

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank
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Agri-commodity price dashboard
As of 03/02/2014

Unit

Current

Last month

Last year

Grains & oilseeds
CBOT wheat

USD c/bushel

▼

554

636

765

CBOT soybeans

USD c/bushel

▼

1,275

1,328

1,474

CBOT corn

USD c/bushel

▲

434

424

736

Australian ASX EC Wheat

AUD/tonne

▼

273

285

#N/A

Australian Canola

AUD/tonne

▲

520

517

554

Eastern Young Cattle Indicator

AUD c/kg cwt

▼

285

320

313

Feeder Steer

AUD c/kg lwt

▼

161

178

161

North Island Bull 300kg

NZD c/kg cwt

▼

387

397

399

South Island Bull 300kg

NZD c/kg cwt

▼

391

396

386

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

AUD c/kg cwt

▲

North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

NZD c/kg cwt

461

409

354

▼

South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

NZD c/kg cwt

549

572

473

▲

539

536

473

North Island Stag

NZD c/kg cwt

▼

South Island Stag

NZD c/kg cwt

620

658

650

▼

623

675

670

Butter

USD/tonne FOB

▲

4,550

4,150

3,500

Skim Milk Powder

USD/tonne FOB

▲

4,950

4,850

3,550

Whole Milk Powder

USD/tonne FOB

•

5,100

5,100

3,450

Cheddar

USD/tonne FOB

▼

4,800

4,900

4,050

Beef markets

Sheepmeat markets

Venison markets

Dairy Markets

Sources: ABS, ASX, AWEX, Bloomberg, CBOT, ICE, MLA, NLRS, NZX Agrifax, NZWSI USDA, Rabobank
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Agri-commodity price dashboard
As of 03/02/2014

Unit

Current

Last month

Last year

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index

USD c/lb

▲

92.3

ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)

USD c/lb

89.3

90.4

▲

86.6

83.9

83.9

ICE Sugar No.11

USD c/lb

▼

14.9

ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)

AUD/tonne

16.4

18.9

▼

376

406

400

Australian Eastern Market Indicator

AUD c/kg

▼

1,132

NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator

NZD c/kg

1,134

1,138

▲

505

492

387

NZ Fine Crossbred indicator

NZD c/kg

▲

525

515

472

Urea

USD/tonne FOB

▲

410

375

445

DAP

USD/tonne FOB

▲

465

370

485

Potash

USD/tonne FOB

▼

310

332

440

Baltic Dry Index

1000=1985

▼

1,127

2,277

750

Brent Crude Oil

USD/bbl

▼

108

112

115

AUD

vs. USD

▼

0.879

0.890

1.041

NZD

vs. USD

▼

0.817

0.820

0.845

RBA Official Cash Rate

%

•

2.50

2.50

3.00

NZRB Official Cash Rate

%

•

2.50

2.50

2.50

Sugar markets

Wool markets

Fertiliser

Other

Economics/currency

Sources: ABS, ASX, AWEX, Bloomberg, CBOT, ICE, MLA, NLRS, NZX Agrifax, NZWSI USDA, Fertilizer Week, Rabobank
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Hot off the press from FAR
Beef in 2014:
Demand tight, supply tight

No longer low-cost milk down under

q A turnaround in seasonal
conditions will be critical for
Australia and New Zealand.

q Global milk production costs
have
converged
between
exporting countries.

q Exports to north Asian
markets in 2014 will likely
face strong competition from
the US.

q Producers in pasture-based
production regions have largely
capitalized higher returns into
higher valued assets.

q Rabobank also expects to
an increase in live exports to
Indonesia in 2014.

q Producers are now relying
more on improving efficiencies
downstream in the supply chain
to maintain competiveness.

Rabobank Sugar Quarterly

q The Australian harvest concluded
in 2013 with an estimated 30.5
million tonne of cane cut, up
marginally.
q Attention turns to the 2014
season, and yields are expected to
improve, increasing production,
due to a longer growing season
and normal conditions during the
wet season.
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